Synthesis and biological evaluation of structurally highly modified analogues of the antimitotic natural product curacin A.
Structure-activity relationship analysis of synthetic analogues of curacin A revealed the lack of activity of traditional heterocyclic replacements of the thiazoline ring or cyclopropyl analogues of the core diene segment. The significance of the C(3)-C(4)-(Z)-alkene geometry was established, and a novel oxime analogue was designed that displays biological properties that are a close match of the natural product lead. The much less lipophilic, structurally simplified oxime 50 was only slightly weaker at inhibiting the growth of cultured human tumor cells than the natural product and was found to be more potent than curacin A at inhibiting the assembly of purified tubulin. Accordingly, the oxime moiety is likely to serve as a novel bioisostere of the (Z)-alkene group.